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Our Forests, Our Heritage

“Our lands - Use Without Abuse”

Keep Them Green, Keep Them Clean

A Word From the President—no. 5
by Andrea Harris
Four meetings down, 8 more to go :) We had a good showing at our September meeting at
the Ford’s and much of the discussion centered around Sierra Trek. Topics included club
participation, showers, food and the raffle. We agreed to continue providing Sierra Trek with
clean 4 wheelers with our awesome hot showers and biodegradable soap. We also agreed to
be the committee for Friday night dinner with the request that our menu items would require
less prep time. 2017 will mark the 50th Sierra Trek and as such the coordination is underway. September 20th was the first planning meeting and a review of 2016. I attended the
meeting as a club representative with Doug. The agenda included a wrap up of 2016 and
committee selection for 2017. The preliminary results of 2016 indicated that a profit of $30k
was made: $12.5k from raffle, around $3k from the bar and over $800 from the showers.
The right of first refusal was held at this meeting and I let the chairman know that STH will
be back with the showers and the committee for Friday night dinner. I brought up our suggestion of increasing our shower price to $5. Everyone at the meeting supported the raise
and many commented that we should have done it sooner. Kitchen Kween was also present
and volunteered to provide the 50th with awesome food as only Kathy can do! The chairman
said there were only POSITIVE COMMENTS for all the meals and he is so happy that
Kathy is returning for 2017. It was noted that Randi will be back as the committee for communications. There are still many committees open so hopefully more clubs and individuals
will volunteer. I really hope to see all STH’ers next year as many of you could not make it
and were missed this year!

A Word From the Editor
by Andrea Harris
There were slim pickens for this months articles, oh wait, there were none except mine.
That’s ok, I hope you enjoy this retro issue, I have republished some of the October 2002
issue. That was the plan anyway and after more than an hour of unsuccessful editing, I have
attached the newsletter in its entirety. I will be looking forward to next month hopefully with
pictures and article from a Shelter Cove run.
Enjoy!!
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October 8th Club Meeting at The Knowlton’s
7pm dinner & 7:30 meeting
October run-Shelter Cove trip possible
November run-Turkey Shoot
December 3rd Christmas party at the Corbett’s
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